Another Strong Publication Year for UB’s Political Science Faculty

Individual Achievements:

• **Philip Arena** published “Arms, Intelligence and War” (with Scott Wolford) in *International Studies Quarterly*.

• **James Battista** published “Party Pressure in the US State Legislatures” (with Jesse Richman) in *Legislative Studies Quarterly*. His three forthcoming articles. His “Common-Space Ideal Points, Committee Assignments, and Financial Interests in the State Legislatures” (with Jesse Richman and Michael Peress) as well as his “State Legislative Committees and Economic Connections: Expertise and Industry Service” are forthcoming *State Politics and Policy Quarterly*. “Financial Interests and Economic Diversity in State Legislatures” is forthcoming in *Social Science Quarterly*.

• **Michelle Benson-Saxton** has a forthcoming chapter entitled “Choosing Sides: UN Resolutions and Non-Neutrality in International Conflicts” (with Nil Santana) in Bercovitch and Gartner’s forthcoming *International Conflict Mediation: New Approaches and Findings* (Routledge Press).

• **Christina Boyd** published “The Role of Law Clerks in the U.S. Supreme Court’s Agenda Setting Process” (with Ryan Black) in *American Politics Research*. She also has three forthcoming articles. Her “Litigating Toward Settlement” (with David Hoffman) and “U.S. Supreme Court Agenda Setting and the Role of Litigant Status.” (with Ryan Black) are forthcoming in the *Journal of Law, Economics, and Organization*. Her “Selecting the Select Few: The Discuss List and the U.S. Supreme Court’s Agenda-Setting Process” (with Ryan Black) is forthcoming in *Social Science Quarterly*.


• **Vesna Danilovic** published “Reputation for Resolve, Interests, and Conflict” (with Joe Clare) in *Conflict Management and Peace Science*.


• **Munroe Eagles** published “A Comparative Turn in Canadian Studies?” (with Jane Koustas) in Christl Verduyn and Jane Koustas’s *Canadian Studies: Past, Present, Praxis* (Fernwood Press).
• **Charles Lamb** published “Federalism, Efficiency, and Civil Rights Enforcement” (with Eric Wilk) in *Political Research Quarterly*. He also published two chapters (with Nicholas R. Seabrook and Eric M. Wilk) in Silverman and Patterson’s *Fair and Affordable Housing Policy in the United States: Trends, Outcomes, Future Directions* (Brill). The chapters were “The Federal Courts and Fair Housing Policy: A Principal-Agent Interpretation” and “Intergovernmental Enforcement of the Fair Housing Act: The Fair Housing Assistance Program.” His “Do Presidents Control Bureaucracy? The Federal Housing Administration during the Truman-Eisenhower Era” (with Adam Nye) is forthcoming in *Political Science Quarterly* and “Administrative Law Judges in Fair Housing Enforcement: Attitudes, Case Facts, and Political Control” (with Nicholas R. Seabrook and Eric M. Wilk) is forthcoming in *Social Science Quarterly*.

• **Harvey Palmer** published “Through Thick and Thin? The Dynamics of Government Support across Income Groups during Economic Crises” (with Guy Whitten) in *Electoral Studies* and “Information Flows and Issue Consistency Over Time” (with Andrew Garner) in *Political Behavior*.


• **Claude Welch** published “Extending Enforcement: The Coalition for the International Criminal Court” in *Human Rights Quarterly* and “China's Rising Power” (with M. Monishipouri) in the *Journal of Human Rights*.